The image on the retina is almost never static. Eye, head, and body movements, and externally generated motion create rapid and continual changes in the retinal image~"active vision"!. Virtually all vision in animals such as primates, which make saccades as often as 3-4 times0s, is based on information that must be derived from the first few hundred milliseconds after sudden, global changes in the retinal image. These changes may be accompanied by large changes in area mean luminance, as well as higher order image contrast statistics. This study investigated how retinal ganglion cell responses, whose response properties have been typically studied and defined in a stable stimulus regime, are affected by sudden changes in mean luminance that are characteristic of active vision. Specifically, the steady-state responses of retinal ganglion cells to static or moving square-wave grating stimuli were recorded in an isolated, superfused rabbit eyecup preparation and compared to responses after saccade-like changes in luminance. The manner of coding after luminance changes was different for different ganglion cell classes; both suppression and enhancement of responses to patterns following luminance changes were found. Brisk-transient Off cells unambiguously signaled the darkening of the overall image, but were also modulated by the subsequently appearing grating stimulus. Several types of On-center cell behavior were observed, ranging from strong suppression of the subsequent response by luminance changes, to strong enhancement. Overall, most ganglion cells distinguished static patterns after a luminance change via differences in their spike discharges nearly as well as before, although there were clear asymmetries between the On and Off pathways. Changes in mean luminance in some ganglion cells, such as On-Off directionally selective ganglion cells, could create large phase shifts in the response to patterned, moving stimuli, although these stimuli were still detected immediately after luminance changes. The results of this study show that the image dynamics of active vision may be a fundamental challenge for the visual system because of strong effects on retinal ganglion cell function. However, rapid extraction of unambiguous information after luminance changes appears to be encoded in differences in the spike discharges in different retinal ganglion cell classes. Asymmetries among ganglion cell classes in sensitivity to luminance changes may provide a basis by which some provide the "context" for interpreting the firing of others.
Introduction
Rapid changes in the retinal image are continuously generated by saccadic eye movements and blinks, the fast phase of nystagmus, and self-motion though the environment~"active vision"!. These movements can change the luminance of a given retinal area by many orders of magnitude. A rabbit that turns its head from a sunny field of grass to the shadowed area under a bush needs to recognize the coyote lurking there as fast as possible. There can be similarly rapid changes in image contrast. However, the retinal processes that adapt to these different image statistics can be fast enough with enough persistence that they may interact with the time course of active vision~Shapley, 1997; Brown & Masland, 2001 !. For example, when exposed to a brief flash of light, the responses of mammalian cones can last 100 ms~Kraft, 1988!, easily long enough to cause interactions between images across a 40-ms saccade. On the other hand, processes of retinal adaptation that take minutes or longer to occur~such as traditional dark adaptation! can be considered to be essentially constant across a retinal image change and thus are not important for studies of active vision.
There has been increasing research into the ability of the retina to adapt to local scene statistics that is independent of traditional dark adaptation, and that uses several mechanisms with time courses that could potentially have a significant impact on the ability of the ganglion cells to rapidly deliver information to the brain. The retina can adapt to local luminance, and this ability is not instantaneous~Shapley & Enroth-Cugell, 1984!. There is a relatively short time-constant retinal contrast gain control~Shapley & Victor, 1981; Victor 1987; Benardete & Kaplan, 1999 There are multiple retinal mechanisms with time courses of duration that they could be a significant factor in active vision. The finding that there are significant interactive effects across a saccade in visual cortex~Gawne & Woods, 2003; Paradiso, 2001 !, and the finding that there are correlates between the time course of retinal adaptation and psychophysical measures~Poot et al., 1997! suggests that the speed at which the retina operates is a limiting factor in active vision. This paper examines how the apparent conflict between a rapid world and a slow retina affects the coding of information by different classes of ganglion cells.
Although a great deal is known about the spatial interactions within typical mammalian ganglion cell receptive fields, much less is known about the temporal interactions effected by large changes in luminance, such as those that accompany saccades, in the first few hundred milliseconds after the saccade. In animals that make saccades as often as 3-4 times0s, virtually all their vision is based on information derived from the first few hundred milliseconds after a sudden, global change in the retinal image. Even with fewer and slower image changes, information must be extracted very rapidly following any eye movement. In the case of contrast, it has been shown that rapid scene shifts across patterned areas cause Because contrast changes have such notable effects, it seems reasonable to postulate that saccade-induced luminance changes that either strongly drive or inhibit many ganglion cell classes might also generate large~presumably suppressive! effects. Human psychophysics suggests that saccades particularly suppress the low spatial-frequency responsiveness characteristic of the magnocellular pathway~Burr et al., 1994!, although an enhancement effect for moving stimuli has also been reported~Garcia- Perez & Peli, 2001 !. Several studies have demonstrated modulations of neuronal responses that could be consistent with saccadic suppression in the lateral geniculate nucleus~LGN!~Derrington & Felisberti, 1998! and cortex of the retinal output generated during the saccadic motion blur~Gawne & Martin, 2002; Thiele et al., 2002!. Compromises in the ability to extract information immediately after a saccade could in principle be important in visual performance deficits associated with aging and neurological disease that would not be evident in any static vision tests.
This study simulated the pattern of light change on a patch of the mammalian retina that would occur during a saccade. The retinas were isolated eyecup preparations from the rabbit, and recordings were made from a multielectrode array~Amthor et al., 2003!. The responses of ganglion cells were recorded as the retina was preadapted to different luminance levels, then exposed to a brief period of neutral gray simulating the motion blur during a saccade, and then stimulated with either a static or moving grating, to assess the ability of the retinal ganglion cell to respond to the pattern contingent at the new luminance. The basic question we asked was what information about the new stimulus pattern was available in the discharges of the different classes of retinal ganglion cells within a few hundred milliseconds following a saccade. One expectation, based on the behavior of cells in visual cortex, was that large luminance changes associated with a saccade would prevent ganglion cells from communicating information about the new image very quickly, either because strong excitation due to the global changes caused by the saccade masked responses to patterns, or because these global changes activated strong inhibitory effects that suppress ganglion cell discharges.
The results of this study demonstrate that the luminance characteristics of the image to which the retina is exposed before a rapid image change have a profound effect on the responses of different populations of ganglion cells to the visual image after the saccade, as had been expected. Our focus is on the effect of the saccade during the first few hundred milliseconds after it is made, not on longer scale adaptation. We found that the outputs of some ganglion cell classes were strongly suppressed during this period by some saccadic-like scene changes. However, other classes were relatively unaffected, and some ganglion cell classes even had their outputs enhanced by certain saccadic-like scene changes.
Materials and methods

Choice of species
The experiments were conducted with a microelectrode array on the isolated, superfused rabbit eyecup preparation. Although rabbits are not as highly saccadic animals as primates, they do move their eyes, exhibit optokinetic nystagmus, and make some saccades. Moreover, although recordings in the rabbit retina have revealed a number of complex receptive-field ganglion cell classes such as directionally selective ganglion cells that are not as frequently encountered in primates, many rabbit retinal ganglion cell classes, such as the brisk-sustained and brisk-transient LGN projecting classes, are at least qualitatively similar in physiology and morphology to those in primates and other mammals. Any animal that moves and that lives in a world where other animals move experiences a dynamic, rapidly changing luminance distribution on the retina. The rabbit retina, being thin and avascular, is ideal for the microelectrode recordings because it can be kept alive in near normal responsiveness for many hours as an isolated preparation.
Animals
Anesthesia, surgery, recording preparation, and stimulation methods were essentially the same as previously published by Amthor and Oyster~1995! and Grzywacz et al.~1997! and only a brief description is given here. The animals used in these experiments were adult pigmented New Zealand white rabbits of either gender weighing at least 1.3 kg. All experimental procedures including animal housing, complied with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals~National Institutes of Health!, the principles adopted by the American Physiological Society and the Society for Neuroscience, the Animal Welfare Act, and all other applicable federal, state, and local laws, and were approved by the University of Alabama at Birmingham Animal Use Committee~the University 790 F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and T.J. Gawne of Alabama at Birmingham is accredited by the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care!.
Preparation
Ganglion cells were recorded extracellularly in an everted, superfused eyecup preparation. Dark-adapted adult rabbits were initially anesthetized with IM urethane~2 g0kg!. Subsequent application of pentobarbital was given IV to complete the anesthetization. After completing anesthesia, either eye was removed, hemisected, the vitreous was removed, and the eyecup mounted in a recording chamber on the stage of a microscope under dim red light. This eyecup was then superfused with the transparent medium described by Ames and Nesbett~1981; Sigma Chemical Corp., St. Louis, MO!, but without serum. Nearly all cells were recorded within or just below the visual streak. The eyecup preparation gave considerably more vigorous and stable recordings than were obtained with isolated retina or retina-pigment epithelium-choroid preparations. Multielectrode recordings were stable for 4 h or more, and the preparation was stable up to 12 h.
Recording
Ganglion cell recordings were made with a multielectrode arraỹ Amthor et al., 2003 !. The multielectrode recording array consists of a set of individual microelectrodes mounted on a substrate that can be manipulated in a manner similar to that used to manipulated single electrodes. The individual electrodes are typically 8-or 12-µm diameter carbon fibers that are insulated with glass or polyurethane. Typical spacing between the individual electrodes was on the order of 100-200 mm, although sometimes closer spacing was used. Most arrays had two rows of 6-8 electrodes; the maximum number of electrodes recorded was 16, which were always in a very small area of the retina, as described in Amthor et al.~2003!.
Spike detection
The analog recordings of all array channels were sampled at 4096 Hz for all stimulus epochs. After the completion of the experiment, spikes were identified offline with custom software that used a combination of thresholds and template matching to sort spikes from different cells on the same electrode and acquire spike timing data, as described in Amthor et al.~2003!.
Visual stimuli
Because mammalian retinas receive effectively no feedback from the rest of the brain, we can simulate the effect of saccades by, instead of moving the retina, keeping the retina still and moving the image. Saccades and nystagmus can move a stimulus from completely outside the receptive field of a neuron to completely inside and stable in just a few milliseconds. This suggests that real retinal image dynamics can be closely matched with stimuli that simply flash on and off. In support of this, it has been shown the responses of most V1, V4, and IT visual cortical neurons to flashed and saccade-induced stimulus onsets are effectively the samẽ Gawne & Martin 2002; Richmond et al., 1999; DiCarlo & Maunsell 2000!. Patterned visual stimulation such as static and drifting squarewave gratings were displayed on a VGA computer monitor. The visual display was controlled by custom software running on a Windows PC. Frame rate was 100 Hz. By monitoring the vertical retrace, we guaranteed that synchronization between frame initiation and the clock for spike timing, as confirmed by measurement with a fast photodetector, was within 1 ms. These stimuli were delivered through the microelectrode array electrode tips using the epi-illumination pathway via a lens aperture of 25 mm, and a first lens-to-screen distance of 50 cm, then via a 100% reflecting cubẽ XF125, Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT! where a normal fluorescence cube would be located. The demagnification from the screen to the retinal image was 40:1. For monitoring the stimulus location, we used a 50% reflecting 'metallurgical' cube~Nikon! to view the retina, array, and stimulus spot simultaneously. The spatial frequency of the grating stimuli we used on the retina was 0.125 mm0cycle, and the temporal frequency of the drifting gratings was 4.54 Hz. We did not optimize the stimulus parameters for any particular cell, since we were virtually always recording multiple cells with the array. Thus, we presented stimuli at the same luminance, spatial scales, and speed of motion for all recorded cells simultaneously, as would be the case in vivo.
Stimulation paradigm
The basic problem created by a saccade is illustrated in Fig. 1 left!, and our paradigm to simulate it is illustrated in Fig. 1~right !.
In the "normal" static situation typically simulated in most vision studies~A, left!, a patch of retina~large dashed circles! has been adapted for many minutes to a particular luminance level~indi-cated as the grey level in the diagram!. Following a saccade, two ganglion cell receptive fields within this patch~small dashed circles! arrive in luminance regions either lighter~top right, light square! or darker~bottom right, dark square! than the luminance level to which they had been adapted. Thus, the responses of the ganglion cells are observed for a change in luminance~or pattern! following steady-state adaptation to a single, uniform prior luminance level. In Fig. 1B~middle left!, however, we illustrate the case in which a given patch of retina was previously adapted to a bright area. Following a saccade, this patch of retina arrives on a patch of moderate average luminance, as in A, with a very light local region, top, and dark region, bottom, as before. Now the situation for the ganglion cell is very different. The ganglion cell exposed to the new, locally bright region may see only a small increase in luminance, no change in luminance, or even a decrease in luminance. In fact, it can easily be that the brightest small area of the new patch is darker than the darkest area of the previous patch to which the retina was adapted. Thus, for example, an On-center ganglion cell, presumably responsible for signaling that it is in the brightest local region of the new patch, has just experience a decrease in illumination. This study seeks to determine what signal the ganglion cell population sends the brain in this circumstance, and how it could be interpreted, given the confounding of the previous luminance to which the retina is adapted with the current local luminance distribution. Transition C in Fig. 1~top ! illustrates the opposite condition to B, adaptation to a dark patch, followed by a saccade to a bright patch, in which the darkest part of the new patch may be brighter than the brightest part of the old patch.
Figs. 1D-1E~right! show the experimental paradigm we used to probe the problem experienced by ganglion cells as a result of saccades. An initial preadapting patch was turned on from the uniform, medium grey at time zero, and held for 450 ms. This could be the same, lighter, or darker than the final luminance. Then, a 50-ms period of uniform grey simulated the motion blur during the fast motion phase of the saccade. This 50-ms grey period simulated the typical situation during a saccade where the rapid motion of the eye subjects a given retinal patch to what is effectively a gray blur. This 50-ms simulated saccade was also helpful in separating responses to luminance change from the responses to the patterned or moving stimuli, and is comparable to the 66-ms simulated saccade used in Roska and Werblin~2003!. Of course, depending on the actual distance and other parameters of the saccade, the effective "inter-saccadic" time may be much shorter, hence this paradigm is conservative in estimating the interactive effects across a saccade or other rapid image change. In actuality, the 50-ms "saccadic" blur during a real saccade will change its mean luminance dynamically, depending on the pathway traversed by the saccade. The simulated 50-ms grey we use here is clearly a simplification, especially for the unbalanced condition, of the real situation.
After the 50-ms uniform grey simulating the saccade motion period, the final pattern was presented, typically a grating that could be either stationary in both phase and antiphase, or moving in one of four cardinal directions. The period of this grating was 2 cycles0mm on the retina, which was less than the receptive-field center size of most ganglion cells, such as the brisk-transient cells. A few of the smallest ganglion cell receptive fields recorded with the array had receptive-field centers as small as one-half cycle of this grating. In Fig. 1D , the sequence is such that we measure the typical "static" case response to a change from the neutral grey to the grating stimulus. Fig. 1E shows the response to the grating stimulus after preadaptation to either a light or dark condition prior to the 50-ms saccadic motion blur. Fig. 1F shows a control condition in which we measure the response to the change from light or dark preadaptation to the neutral grey itself, without the final grating, which allowed us to record the effects of a luminance change from the preadapting period alone. Including the control of all grey for the full 1000 ms, there were 21 distinct stimulus conditions, presented in pseudorandom shuffled order a minimum of 30, and more typically, 100 times for each condition.
There are, of course, an effectively unlimited number of different combinations of luminances that could be used for the adaptation, simulated saccade, and grating stimuli. The experimental design precluded using more than one combination per record- There was a 500-ms interval of uniform gray, followed by a two static square-wave gratings of opposite phases, and four gratings with different directions of motion~left, right, up down!. E: Combined luminance change and patterned or moving stimuli. The retina was exposed to a preadapting patch~white, gray or black! for 450 ms. Then there was a 50-ms gray simulated "saccade," followed by 500 ms of the stimulus~two static and four moving!. F: Luminance change by itself, with no patterned or moving stimuli.
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ing session, so we used two distinct sets of luminance combinations in order to most efficiently explore the range of potential interactions. For 24 cells we used a balanced luminance condition, where the uniform gray was 50 cd0m 2 and hence effectively half-way between the light and dark luminances~Fig. 9A!. For the remainder of the cells we used an unbalanced luminance combination where the initial patch was either bright~100 cd0m 2 !, a medium gray~20 cd0m 2 !, or dark~0.4 cd0m 2 !~Fig. 9B!. It should be noted that stimuli in which the final stimulus phase involved a moving grating probably evoke motion-sensitive retinal mechanisms that may be affected differently by luminance changes than those evoked by purely static luminance changes. We used movement in the final phase to probe the responses of several classes of cells that respond poorly to large static targets, but we did not specifically study adaptation effects on static versus moving targets, which awaits further investigation.
Response measures
We calculated for all cells ANOVA tests of the differences between the means spike counts in the responses from 600 ms to 700 ms, the period after the last stimulus transition~the saccadic "blur" phase!. This corresponds to the period comprising 100 milliseconds after the last stimulus change, the postsaccadic interval in which we are interested. Differences reported in the text and figure legends between cases as significant~asterisks! are significant at the P Ͻ 0.01 level or better, unless stated otherwise. For plotting purposes only, spike rates in the peri-stimulus time histograms shown are computed instantaneous firing rates derived from convolving 1-ms bins with a Gaussian having a Std. Dev. of 3 ms. Thus, in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio of the responses, we were almost always dealing with cases in which the final stimulus was easily detectable by the ganglion cells in the absence of adaptation, and typically, in which ganglion cells could easily discriminate the phases of the final gratings. The luminance adaptation protocols tended to mask some of these final grating responses by embedding them within the response~or inhibition! produced by the pure luminance change. Nevertheless, as the statistical tests described above showed, for the majority of cases the stimuli were still detectable and differentiable. For most cells, the statistical significance increased from low values to significant ones during the first 500 ms to 700 ms after the last part of the luminance transition, so we made most of our spike count statistical measurements in the 600-700 ms interval after the last transition, where the typical ganglion cell response differentiation was greatest. Final stimulus differentiation for static stimuli decreased after this epoch, much as is typically seen for normal stimulus protocols not accompanied by luminance changes, except for moving stimuli, of course, the responses to which resemble responses not accompanied by luminance changes after approximately 700 ms, for many cells.
Results
Recordings of 102 well-isolated ganglion cells in 30 retinas met our analysis criteria of adequate isolation, survival, and identification. Approximately three-fourths of the cells were recorded from the rabbit's visual streak; the remainder were from the midperiphery of the interior retina, with a very small percentage from the far inferior periphery. Individual cells were usually held for at least 90 min to complete the experimental paradigm. Using the responses to flashed stimuli and moving bars, we ascertained for all cells the response sign type~On0Off !, whether brisk or sluggish, whether transient or sustained, and whether directionally or orientationally selective. For a few typical members of these groups, we made more extensive receptive-field maps using a two-dimensional array of small spots to correlate conventional classification schemes with the responses elicited by our simulated saccade protocol. The recorded ganglion cells exhibited a variety of response patterns to the changes in luminance and pattern in the simulation of active vision that were associated with some of the overall response properties, and more fundamentally, as a function of ganglion cell class.
Responses to static patterns after luminance change, by cell class Off brisk-transient ganglion cells
The most commonly recorded cell class in this study was the Off-center, brisk-transient~BT! cell, which represented 30 out of the 102 neurons in this sample. This cell responded strongly and transiently to a darkening of the entire visual scene, and thus had a center surround balance strongly dominated by the Off-center mechanism. Interestingly, these cells managed to differentially encode the position of the grating pattern which their landed on their receptive field, despite their overall response to the large regional luminance change.
Figs. 2A-2D show the responses of two of the Off brisktransient ganglion cells to our luminance change paradigm as described in the Methods and legend of Fig. 1 . Briefly, there were always two different "control" stimuli, one, the dashed line, showing the "normal" response to the grating arising from an isoluminant featureless background in the classical "static" adaptation case, and the second control, shown as a grey line, for the luminance change from either a high~A-B!, or low~C-D! luminance followed by maintenance of a medium grey isoluminant to the grating and pregrating in the first control. The continuous black lines show the simulation of the actual saccade sequence occurring in real vision, consisting of preadaptation to a high~A-B! or low C-D! luminance level, followed by the 50-ms simulated saccade with medium grey simulating the motion blur, followed by presentation of a grating pattern. The differences between the plots A versus B and C versus D are to the opposite phases~0 vs. 180 deg! of the final, stationary grating for both the dashed line~static adaptation! and black line~prior luminance change! grating responses. In Fig. 2 , the luminance change~grey line! plots in the first 450 ms indicate that the cell is Off-center, brisk, and transient. There are large, short-latency responses in the period from 0 ms to 200 ms to the change from whole-field grey to whole-field preadaptation black at time 0~Figs. 2C & 2D!, but virtually no response to the change from grey to white~Figs. 2A & 2B!. The black, dashed lines show that the responses to the gratings in the static-adaptation case are obviously much smaller than the responses to the luminance changes alone in this experiment. The continuous black lines show the responses to the luminance change plus grating in the simulated saccade sequence. One of the first things to consider is whether the cell's responses to the three conditions~static grating appearance, pure luminance change, luminance change followed by grating! are statistically different. As is obvious from the plots in Fig. 2 , the responses of Off BT Fig. 2 . Peri-stimulus time histograms of the responses of two of the Off brisk-transient ganglion cells~04sep30c-9 and 04sep09b-13! to our luminance change paradigm. In this, and all other similar paradigms, there were two different "control" stimuli. The first control, shown as a dashed line, consists of 500 ms of preadaptation to a uniform, "medium gray" field, followed by presentation of a grating modulated about this mean luminance, in one of two opposite phases. This dashed line therefore gives the "standard" response to the appearance of a grating following steady-state adaptation. The second control, shown in grey, shows the response of the cell to a sequence in which, either a high~A-B!, or low~C-D! luminance was presented for 450 ms, followed by 50 ms of grey~simulating the average luminance during the saccadic motion blur!, followed by maintenance of the medium grey for the duration of this epoch. This thick gray line thus shows the response to the pure luminance change from the high or low preadaptation level to the grey level. Finally, the solid black lines show the full saccadic simulation, preadaptation to a high~A-B! or low~C-D! luminance level, followed by the 50-ms saccadic motion blur grey, followed by presentation of a grating pattern modulated around the medium grey mean luminance. The difference in the dashed and the black line response in A versus B, and C versus D, are to opposite phases~0 versus 180 deg! of the final, stationary grating. The thick gray and continuous black lines in the first 450 ms indicate that the cell is Off-center, brisk and transient, giving a large response to the change from whole field grey to whole field preadaptation black C-D, but virtually no response to the change from grey to white~A-B!. The dashed lines~just visible between 500 and 600 ms! show the pure grating response~without the saccadic luminance change! to the leftmost-black phase~A & C! is slightly better than the response to the F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and T.J. Gawne ganglion cells to the luminance change alone are often so large that they dwarf the responses to gratings alone.
Responses to the different stimulus types
Responses to static presentation of the gratings
We first consider whether these Off BT cells can generally distinguish the two phase positions of the randomly placed grating in the static adaptation case, before considering the effect of luminance changes. The plots in Fig. 2 indicate that this is often a function of the position of the grating. Since we were simultaneously recording multiple units with the array, we made no attempt to explicitly place the zero grating phase position at any landmark with respect to any cell's excitatory receptive-field profile, as we could not do this simultaneously for all the cells recorded. Thus, by accident, sometimes the phase 0 grating position elicited a better response than phase 180, sometimes it was the reverse, and sometimes the responses to the two were roughly equal. In Fig. 2 , the dashed~static adaptation! lines~just visible between 500 and 600 ms! show that the pure grating responses for these two Off BT cells to the leftmost-black phase 0~A & C! is slightly better than that to the leftmost-white phase 180~B & D!. Statistically, out of the 30 OFF BT cell recordings, 17 distinguished the two phases of the grating~0 vs. 180! in the static adaptation case at the P Ͻ 0.01 level.
Luminance effects on grating detection
A fundamental question is whether, following a luminance change, the cell can distinguish either of the grating positions phase 0 vs. phase 180! from the final uniform grey field in the pure luminance case. In the majority of cases, we have seen that Off BT cells could distinguish a pure luminance change to a final grey field from a luminance change followed by one or the other phase positions of the grating. We next consider the effect of the kind of luminance change~from lighter or darker than current! and the ability to distinguish the two grating positions.
Preadaptation to high luminance
When there is a saccade from a relatively high luminance area to a medium one, Off BT cells produce a large discharge to the luminance change alone. Does the retinal response to the pure average luminance decrement disable the ability of these ganglion cells to rapidly report differences in details of the final target? Remarkably, although the grating responses were very small compared to the responses to the overall average luminance decrements in these experiments, the differences between the two grating phases were still represented within the much larger response to the overall luminance changes, as shown by the black lines in Figs. 2A and 2B . To see this, compare the difference between the luminance change response alone in grey, versus the luminance plus grating, in black, in Fig. 2 rows A versus B . At the peak of the response to the "non-preferred" grating phase~B vs. A! the response with the grating present was attenuated~black! compared to the response to the luminance change alone. In Fig. 2 , row A~the preferred phase!, the grating response is closer to the response to the luminance change alone. Of the 17 recordings~out of 30! in which the Off BT ganglion cells could distinguish the difference between the two grating phases in the static case, in 16 of these the cell could distinguish the two grating phases~by total spikes in the window! after the large luminance decrement~pre-adaptation to "white"!. Although the significance was reduced to the P Ͻ 0.05 level in two of these cells, it actually increased in two others. The data above indicate that, despite the fact that it could be hypothesized that the Off luminance responses following a luminance decrement would mask the responses to patterns appearing after the simulated saccade-induced luminance decrement, much of the original discrimination ability of the Off BT cells to distinguish patterns is still coded in the difference between the responses.
Preadaptation to low luminance A luminance increment associated with a saccade poses a different problem for these Off cells. Because of their inhibitory surround, Off-center cells are generally inhibited by large field luminance increments. Therefore, it might be hypothesized that Off BT cells would be unable to rapidly report final pattern details after a saccade-induced overall average luminance increment because they were inhibited by the luminance change. Fig. 2 , rows C and D show the response of the two Off BT cell to luminance increment changes associated with preadaptation to dark rather than light. There is virtually no response to the phase 180 grating, but, for the phase 0 grating, there is still a small response~although it is very small in the cell on the left!. This small response to the better of the two grating positions in a simulated saccade from a dark to light area was seen in 15 or the 17 Off BT cells in which the grating elicited a significant response in the control grey to grating case.
Off BT population results
Out of the 30 OFF BT cells in this sample, 17 distinguished the two phases~0 vs. 180! of the grating in the static case at the P Ͻ 0.01 level. Of these 17 cells, 15 distinguished~by total spikes in the window! the two gratings for both preadaptation to lighter than final and darker than final luminance. Only one failed to distinguish the two gratings following a luminance change associated with preadaptation to a higher luminance, and one failed to distinguish the gratings after preadaptation to a lower luminance. Both of these two cells distinguished the two gratings after preadaptation to the other luminance. Two cells distinguished the gratings better following a luminance change than in the static case. This suggests that the large Off BT cell discharge that is coding the overall luminance decrease is still modulated by, and reports the detailed characteristics of the final pattern, apparently by being slightly inhibited by the presence of one of the phase pattern, and it does so within several hundred milliseconds of the saccade.
Off sustained cells
The balance between center and surround in ganglion cells that gave brisk sustained Off responses was more weighted toward surround in these than the Off BT cells. Thus, Off sustained cells faced less of an a priori challenge from luminance decrements compared to Off BT cells in our simulated saccade paradigm, because these overall luminance decrements produced smaller responses than in Off BT cells, but luminance increments also appeared to produce more inhibition in Off BS, than Off BT cells.
Off brisk sustained cells
We recorded 13 ganglion cells that we classified as Off brisk sustained~Off BS! cells. Fig. 3 shows the responses of two Off BS ganglion cells to the same paradigm as used for the Off BT cells in Fig. 2 . The cell on the left gave sustained Off response to the change from preadapting white to uniform grey~grey lines, Figs. 3A & 3B, after 600 ms!, as well as the change from medium grey to preadapting black in the initial phase of the paradigm in rows C and D, around 200 ms. Phase position zero of the static grating was totally ineffective as a stimulus for this cell, but phase position 180 did elicit significant firing. The firing elicited by this phase was relatively unaffected by the simulated saccade either in the white to grey transition~Fig. 3B, black lines!, or the black to grey transition~Fig. 3D, black lines!. Thus, remarkably, this Off sustained cell was able to differentially report the position of the grating with a very similar discharge to that obtained in the static adaptation case, despite the overall large luminance changes in both the white to grey~Fig. 3B! and black to grey~Fig. 3D! simulated saccadic changes in luminance.
The Off Sustained cell whose responses are shown on the right side of Fig. 3 had a smaller receptive field and stronger inhibitory surround than the cell on the left. This cell was less effectively driven by large field stimuli, and less sustained in its responses to large stimuli. However, the cell was moderately well driven by both grating phase positions. A simulated saccade from preadaptation to light~black lines, Figs. 3A & 3B! suppressed the grating response at both grating phase positions compared to that elicited by the same gratings in the static case~dashed lines!. Interestingly, this Off sustained cell responded better to the gratings at both In our sample, seven of the 13 Off BS cells could discriminate the two grating positions in the static case at the P Ͻ 0.01 level~as before, the position of the grating was not optimized at all for this discrimination!. Of the cells that could do the discrimination in the static case, one cell failed to discriminate the stimuli following preadaptation to a lighter luminance, and three failed after preadaptation to an average luminance darker than the final. Interestingly, three Off BS cells showed better discrimination following preadaptation to light, than in the static case, and one showed better discrimination following preadaptation to dark than in the static case.
The three Off sluggish sustained cells we recorded had behavior generally similar to the Off brisk sustained cells shown in Fig. 3 , although the responses were weaker and somewhat harder to interpret. Also, given the low numbers of these cells, it would be unjustified making much of details beyond this. Two of these were sustained, and one transient. Overall, there were a number of asymmetries between Off BT and On BT cells. Only four of the eight On BT cells distinguished the two grating phase positions as they happened to be presented in the static case. All four of these still distinguished the two grating positions in the case of preadaptation to dark, although the significance of one was reduced from P Ͻ 0.01 to P Ͻ 0.05. Only two of the four distinguished the two grating positions after preadaptation to a lighter average luminance at all, and the significance of the difference was reduced. Interestingly, two of the eight cells only distinguished the two grating phase positions after preadaptation to white, that is, during an overall reduction in the average luminance, despite being On-center cells. One possibility is that these cells detected the local luminance increase in the final grating relative to the 50-ms saccadic-blur grey period, which would in turn be the case if their adaptation mechanism were much faster than that of Off cells.
On brisk transient cells
On brisk sustained cells
We recorded ten On brisk sustained ganglion cells that had maintained firing rates to increases in luminance but lacked short latency, transient peak responses characteristic of the On transient cell responses, described above, to the same protocol. On sustained ganglion cells were often poorly driven by whole field stimulation. Fig. 5 shows two cells characteristic of the On brisk sustained~On BS! group. The most remarkable finding for both cells is an enhancement of the response in the simulated luminance increase saccade sequence~black lines! to the "better," phase 0 grating position, compared to the static adaptation case grey~Fig. 5C, grey lines!. The luminance increment~black, grey, grating! sequence enhanced the grating response compared to the grey then grating presentation in the majority of these cells. The luminance decrement sequence enhanced responses in some cells, but suppressed them in others.
Overall, four of the ten On BS cells distinguished the two grating phases in the static adaptation case~one of these was only at the P Ͻ 0.05 level, however!. Three of these four also distinguished the same gratings during an average luminance decrement preadaptation to white!, whereas all four distinguished the gratings after a luminance increase~although one of these at a reduced level of significance!. Of the remaining six cells, which did not distinguish the gratings at all in the static case~one of these at the P Ͻ .05 level only!, all distinguished the same gratings during a luminance decrement-preadaptation to white!, and three during a luminance increment~preadaptation to dark!. This enhancement of pattern detection in On BS cells appears to be also not symmetrical compared to the behavior of Off BS cells.
The behavior of the four On sluggish cells~one transient, three sustained! showed neither significant suppression nor enhancement to the simulated saccadic luminance changes. The On sluggish transient cell did not distinguish between the grating positions under any stimulus condition, whereas the three sustained On sluggish cells distinguished the gratings more or less equally well under all stimulus conditions.
Movement and movement-sensitive cells
Directionally selective ganglion cells Seven ganglion cells in our sample were directionally selective. One such cell is shown in Fig. 6 . The left side of Fig. 6 shows the responses of this cell to the same stimulus paradigms as in Figs. 2-5 . The right side shows the responses to similar paradigms up to 500 ms, but with the gratings presented at the end of the sequence moving after they are turned on, versus remaining stationary as in the other previous cases. This cell shows a brisk transient On0Off response to both white and black preadaptation in the first stimulus regime~grey lines, Figs. 6A-6D!. Three of the seven On-Off DS cells discriminated the two grating positions at the P Ͻ 0.01 level, while a fourth did so at the P Ͻ 0.05 level. Saccadic-like luminance change affected this discrimination in only one cell, which still distinguished the gratings for white, but not dark preadaptation. The generally known properties of these cells would not suggest that detection of static gratings is one of their primary functions, in any case, so we investigated the effect of luminance change on their ability to detect movement, described below.
Saccadic effects on DS cell movement detection
The right side of Fig. 6 shows the responses in the saccadic paradigm as on the left, but with the gratings that appear at the end moving, rather than stationary~black and dashed lines!, as described in the figure legend~Fig. 6A!. All seven DS ganglion cells behaved similarly in that the luminance changes we used did not markedly reduce the ability to respond to moving gratings compared to the responses elicited in the static adaptation case.
Effect of movement on other, On-Off cell classes
Most of the ganglion cells selected for detailed description so far gave fairly significant responses to whole-field changes in luminance and the appearance of stationary gratings. But, some ganglion cells respond poorly, if at all to these stimuli, yet did respond to the gratings, particularly when they were drifting. An advantage of using the microelectrode array is that data are collected on cells one might not ordinarily choose to study further because of weak responses to the initial stimuli. Fig. 7 shows the responses of a ganglion cell that gave poor whole-field responses to the same paradigms as in the previous figures. The left column~A-D! shows that this cell gives only weak~and nearly equal! responses to both the white~A & B! and dark~C & D! whole-field luminance changes at time zero, and 
Orientation-selective cells
Other On-Off ganglion cells
Another ganglion cell that gave On0Off responses to wholefield luminance changes is shown in Fig. 8 . The left column The most remarkable finding for both cells is an enhancement of the response to this "better" grating phase position in the stimulus sequence black, grey, then grating~black lines!, compared to grey, then grating~dashed lines, C!. The cell on the right shows an enhanced response to the other grating phase position for this sequence as well. In this saccadic-like luminance change paradigm, preadaptation to white caused significant suppression, but preadaptation to black caused a phase shift but no suppression, and sometimes, enhancement.
~8A-8D! shows fairly robust responses to both medium grey to white~A & B! and medium grey to black~C & D! luminance changes in the first 450 ms, although the responses to white are more sustained. This cell is also well stimulated by both phase positions of the static grating in the steady-state case after medium grey~dashed lines, left column, A-D!. The movement plots for this cell~Fig. 8; middle and right columns! show that it is neither orientationally nor directionally selective. The movement plots following preadaption to black~right column; black lines! are almost identical and superimposable on those obtained in the steady-state case~dashed lines, same plots!. However, the movement plots for preadaptation to white~middle column! show the same phase advance as obtained in the steady-state adaptation case. Thus, the responses of this ganglion cell are in general very little perturbed by luminance changes of the type we have used, and, in the case of luminance changes involving a decrease, exhibit a phase advance to both static and moving patterns. We recorded nine cells that gave weak, symmetrical On-Off responses to The right side shows the responses to similar paradigms, but with the gratings presented at the end moving after they are turned on, versus remaining stationary as in the other previous cases. This cell shows a brisk transient response to both white and black preadaptation in the first stimulus regime~gray lines, A-D!. The response to white is of somewhat longer latency and duration than that to black. The dashed lines~left! show that transitions from grey to stationary gratings elicit small responses at both phase positions. The top two histograms show that the transitions from white to grey~gray line! and white to grey to grating~black line! actually produce larger responses than the transitions from grey to grating. In C, the transition from black to grey to grating~black line! produces a better response than to either grey to grating~dashed line!, or black to grey~gray line!. However, in panel D, transitions from black involving the other grating phase position give similar, small responses to black to grey and grey to grating.
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F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and T.J. Gawne whole-field illumination, but had no significant selectivity for direction of movement or orientation. Among the cells that distinguished the two phases of the static gratings~about half !, virtually all of them exhibited response differences to the two gratings in both the white preadaptation and black preadaptation cases. Three of the cells exhibited better discrimination after white preadaptation than in the static-adaptation case.
Pattern cells
We recorded 15 cells that gave virtually no response to wholefield illumination changes, but which responded somewhat significantly to stationary, and more significantly to drifting gratings. A significant percentage of the cells had enhanced responses to patterns accompanied by luminance change compared to the staticadaptation case. This is undoubtedly a heterogeneous group that probably includes some cells with very small receptive fields that were under the resolution of our rather course mapping stimuli, used to probe the entire patch of retina "covered" by the array. These classes could include small, brisk sustained cells, and local edge detectors, for example. Two of the cells exhibited worse phase pattern discrimination under luminance change than in the static case, but several cells either only discriminated the two patterns after luminance change, or did so better. Since we know little else about these cells based on the response properties obtained in these experimental protocols, their histograms will not be described in detail here. Nevertheless, the general conclusion about these remaining cells, whatever their true class identity, is that most of them were not terribly perturbed by the luminance changes in detecting the gratings, or in responding differently to the two phase positions of the gratings.
Population features and luminance modulation
In series of experiments in which we refer to the illumination changes as "unbalanced," the uniform "medium" grey level was closer to the darkest level of the VGA monitor that the lightest level we used. Thus, an excursion from this medium grey to full white was a much larger percent contrast change than the excursion to full black. This is shown schematically as the "unbalanced" modulation paradigm in Fig. 9B . Although both excursions from or to medium grey produce large responses in many cells, the asymmetries we observed between the On and Off pathways in our results might be attributed to the difference in the percent contrast between the medium grey and the full light or full dark, respectively. We thus did another series of experiments in which we set as confirmed by photometer measurements! the medium grey level to be midway between the lightest and darkest monitor illumination we used. We refer to this as the "balanced" paradigm, as diagrammed in Fig. 9A .
In Fig. 9C , we show the ratio of the spike count of each neuron to a grating stimulus preceded by either a light~vertical axis! or a dark~horizontal axis! patch, divided by the spike count of the instantaneous maximum of the response of each neuron to a grating stimulus alone or to a preceded by a uniform gray patch, in separate plots for balanced versus unbalanced illumination changes. The clustering of responses below the diagonal line indicates that a preceding white patch is much more likely to suppress a response to a grating than is a black patch, for the populations, in both balanced and unbalanced stimulation paradigms. Responses above unity are indicative of additive effects of luminance and grating effects. The distribution of responses of the neurons to transitions of white to gray and black to gray were generally similar in both balanced and unbalanced cases, suggesting that the results we obtained were not dependent on the particular luminance ranges we used, but likely to be robust across any similar luminance changes. Suppression of a response to a pattern by a concomitant luminance change, when it was present, was more commonly seen when the adapting pattern was white than black~see bottom right plot!, but only for the unbalanced luminance condition. Hence, this effect is likely due to the larger luminance difference between white and gray than black and gray in the unbalanced condition and not a fundamental difference between luminance increments and decrements. Table 1 shows some summary data on the 102 cells reported here. The majority of cells responded to the whole-field illumination portion of the protocol, with the exception of the Off sluggish sustained cells, and the so-called pattern cells, the latter of which, by definition, did not. All the groups were well driven by the static gratings except the sluggish cells. The moving gratings drove all cells well except the Off sluggish sustained cells. The table summarizes that results showing that preadaptation to a luminance brighter than the final average luminance after the saccade was suppressive of grating responses in only On brisk transient and On brisk sustained cells, and to some extent the On-Off DS ganglion cells. Preadaptation to either lighter or darker luminances than the final average postsaccade luminance produced detectable enhancement of the responses to static gratings to some extent in all but Off BS and On BT cells. Enhancement of the responses to moving gratings occurred in some cases for all ganglion cell classes recorded. Thus, contrary to what might have been expected, excitatory responses to luminance change did not mask the underlying ability of most ganglion cells to resolve fine detail immediately after a saccadic like change; neither did inhibition of these same cells by the opposite luminance change. Nevertheless, the differences as a function of ganglion cell class suggest that veridical interpretation of the visual scene information immediately after a saccade associated with luminance change may require "normalization" by brain mechanisms that take into account the specific properties of each class for average luminance changes.
Discussion
The general results from this study suggest that luminance changes alone do not prevent the ganglion cell population from coding details of the new pattern in their output very rapidly after the saccade. Most ganglion cell responses were neither shut down nor saturated by the luminance changes that we used in the simulated saccades. Ganglion cells that were excited by the luminance changes still showed differences in their responses to the final patterns that were comparable to the differences seen in the responses in the steady-state adaptation case. More surprisingly, ganglion cells that we expected to be strongly inhibited and shut down by the saccadic luminance changes, such as Off-center cells to a dark to light saccade, or On-center cells to a light to dark saccade, still managed to respond differentially to patterns during this "wrong" luminance change phase. This is not to say that ganglion cell responses were unaffected by these simulated saccades. In some cells responses to the final patterns were highly distorted, in some, suppressed, but in others, the responses were actually enhanced.
These results imply that, although considerable information about patterns still exists in the ganglion cell discharge after a luminance-change accompanied saccade, the information must be interpreted differently by the brain than in the static case. In other Fig. 9 . A-B: "Balanced" vs. "Unbalanced" stimulation protocols. A: For balanced luminance changes, the mean luminance of the black-and-white grating stimuli matched that of the intermediate simulated saccade. B: Unbalanced luminance changes, where the mean luminance of the gratings did not match that of the intermediate simulated saccade. This latter case was used to test the effect of a larger relative luminance change in the same protocol than possible with the balanced case. C: Effects on grating responses by a preceding dark patch~horizontal axis! vs. a preceding white patch~vertical axis!, for "balanced" luminance changes~left! vs. "unbalanced", right. The response strength~spikes0s! in the interval from 100 to 200 ms after grating stimulus onset was predicted as the instantaneous maximum of the responses to the luminance change alone and the grating stimulus alone. This was then compared to the actual response of each neuron to a combined luminance and grating stimulus, and the ratio of the actual to the predicted strength taken. A ratio of 1.0 means that the response to the grating stimulus was unaffected by a simultaneous luminance change, a ratio of less than 1.0 indicates suppression of the grating response by a simultaneous luminance change, and a ratio of greater than 1.0 indicates that the effects of a luminance change are additive or super-additive to the response to a grating. Each mark is the result from one neuron. For the six grating stimuli~two static, four moving! the stimulus that elicited the largest ratio used~top row!. The mean ratio across all six stimuli is plotted in the middle row, and the minimum ratio~maximum suppression! is plotted in the bottom row. There is considerable variability from cell to cell, but suppression is more common than additive effects. In particular, for the unbalanced luminance~right column!, suppression by a preceding white patch was very common~see especially bottom rightmost plot!.
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F.R. Amthor, J.S. Tootle, and T.J. Gawne words, following the saccade, the receptive-field properties of different ganglion cell classes are different from their receptivefield properties in the steady-state situation. One possibility is that the different receptive-field properties of different ganglion cell classes generate a "context" for the brain to extract pattern information from the overall effects of the luminance change. Detection of patterns simultaneous with an overall luminance change is, of course, equivalent to spatial high-pass filtering. One possibility for discriminating the low versus high spatial-frequency content from the discharge of a ganglion cell that responds to either is for the brain to "subtract" the discharge of a cell that responds only to the low spatial-frequency components. Overlapping receptive fields with different spatial-frequency sensitivities may be essential for "normalizing" ambiguous ganglion cell responses across luminance change. Having balanced numbers of On-and Off-channels may also ensure that, regardless of the confounding luminance change, at least one of the channels will be firing. Asymmetries Zaghloul et al., 2003 ! in the previously thought to be symmetrical On and Off pathways may actually help disambiguate the response to the pure luminance change across the saccade from that to the detailed pattern at the new location. Roska and Werblin~2003! demonstrated response suppression and latency delay in rabbit retinas presented with simulated natural scene shifts. Our results complement theirs, for we explicitly examined the effects of luminance shifts across saccades or other rapid changes, whereas Roska and Werblin used naturalistic scenes and concentrated more on the effects of rapid changes in complex structured scenes and on the spatial extent of the suppression. Our results are consistent with theirs in that we also found significant response suppression in many classes of cells to a simulated saccade-like image change. However, we also found that for some combinations of luminance shifts, there could actually be significant latency advances. The finding that the response latency of retinal ganglion cells can be advanced or retarded depending upon the preexisting luminance in a piece of retina has implications for theories that use spike-latency as a neural code~VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001!.
Although this study was performed in rabbit retinas, mammalian retinal physiology and anatomy is highly conserved, especially outside the fovea~which among mammals is only possessed by primates!, and all mammalian retinas have the same basic organization and operating principles~Rodieck, 1979!. Rabbit visual acuity is about one-tenth that of the human, making it comparable to cat~Van Hof, 1967!. Although previously believed to be rodentlike, molecular biological techniques have shown that rabbits are more closely related to primates than to rodents or any other order Graur et al., 1996 !. An advantage of the rabbit retina for ganglion cell studies is that the correlated physiology, dendritic morphologies, and retinal distribution of most of its ganglion cells are worked out~Amthor et al., 1989a,b!.
Summary
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that despite the strong effects on the responses of many retinal ganglion cells caused by luminance changes characteristic of active vision, the output of many ganglion cells still contains information about the new image pattern. In some cells, this information is suppressed and delayed, in others relatively unaffected, but in others, the pattern information is enhanced and phase advanced. The function of some large-area ganglion cells may be to provide a useful reference point that allows the rest of the brain to rapidly interpret the responses of other classes of retinal ganglion cells. Determining how the retina deals with the complexity and speed of stimulus presentation during ecologically natural vision may be vital for an understanding the design and function of much of retinal circuitry.
